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Abstract. Challenging players is a fundamental element when designing games, but finding the perfect balance between a frustrating and
boring experience can become a challenge in itself. This paper proposes
the usage of deep data-driven affective models capable of detecting anxiety and boredom from raw human physiological signals to adapt the
fluctuation of difficulty in a game of Tetris. The first phase of this work
was to construct several emotion detection models for performance comparison, where the most accurate model achieved an average accuracy
of 73.2%. A user evaluation was subsequently conducted on a total of
56 participants to validate the efficiency of the most accurate model
obtained using two diverging difficulty adaptation types. One method
adapts difficulty according to raw values directly outputted by the affective model (ABS), while another compares the current value with the
previous one to influence difficulty (REA). Results show that the model
using the ABS adaptation was capable of effectively adjusting the overall
difficulty based on a player’s physiological state during a game of Tetris.
Keywords: Affective Computing, Machine Learning, Physiology, Player
Modeling, Player Experience, Autonomous Difficulty Adaptation
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Introduction

The accessibility of games is often a widely debated topic, where some argue that
games should be accessible for the majority of the player-base to enjoy, while
others suggest that games should be challenging but fair. Balancing difficulty in
digital games has always been a challenging task for designers, where specific
game-play elements are adapted in order to achieve an ideal balance for a wide
varying player skill-sets. Traditionally players can select the amount of difficulty
they want to face during play (e.g. easy, medium or hard difficulty). However,
this solution still presents a few limitations, as some players may not directly fit
into any of the categories (e.g. high difficulty still too easy, or easy difficulty still
?
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too hard), or the game’s actual difficulty progression during play may still be
too steep leaving some players behind and frustrated, or even too slow making
the game tedious.
A few games have attempted to address this problem by adjusting the difficulty of the game based on player performance. For example Max Payne (Remedy Entertainment, 2001) would slightly adjust the aim assist, provide additional
ammunition and health kits when the player was having a hard or easy time to
beat a particular level. The concept of a game reacting to a player’s skill and
progress is a fundamental idea of dynamic difficulty adjustment [10, 4, 33, 32],
where the game attempts to manage mechanics, level layouts or the skill of nonplayable opponents by using statistical game features to refine them towards the
perfect challenge for the player.
Games are emotional experiences, they can induce a wide variety of emotions
such as: frustration during challenging gameplay segments; anxiety in horror
games; or even excitement. In fact, analyzing player reactions and emotions is
of critical importance to evaluate games [27]. Thus, it makes sense for a game
to also react to the players’ emotions and not only to their performance. For
this purpose, several researchers have proposed to develop models for automatic
emotion recognition in games [7, 36, 20]. Unfortunately, the majority of research
tends to be rooted specifically on the construction of accurate emotion recognition models, rarely addressing the question of game adaptation. In other words,
a research question remain: how to employ emotion recognition models to adapt
game difficulty and improve players’ game experience?
Although this work mostly addresses emotion recognition for digital games,
applications can be extended into other domains. Emotional models can allow
systems to retain user engagement and attention by offering methods of detecting
if a user is bored or frustrated, allowing the application to react accordingly and
attempt to re-engage the user in some fashion.
This study attempts to answer this question by extending the work presented
in [7]. It is based on models trained from physiological signals and which are capable of detecting anxiety and boredom during play. Given that most notable
works using physiology to model affect in games have used skin conductance
with a wide degree of success [21, 36, 25], this study applies deep learning to
this modality for emotion recognition. The emotional information is then used
to adapt the difficulty of a Tetris game. Two types of adaptation methods are
explored, where one type directly uses the model decision, while the other compares the previous model output with the current one and then adjusts the difficulty accordingly. A user study was conducted exploring the viability of both
approaches during a real-time gameplaying session.

2

Related Work

The following section provides literature of previous work exploring dynamic
difficulty adjustment and affective modeling within the domain of digital games.
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Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment

The concept of challenge and difficulty within the domain of digital games has
always been a heavily debated topic, where several theories have been formulated. In particular the theory of flow [9], has been widely applied as both a
design paradigm [16] and for Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA) systems
[7]. DDA systems are capable of adjusting and eventually personalizing the difficulty during play. Thus, the ideal DDA system would still provide players with
a degree of challenge, such that it is not overwhelmingly hard for the player
but still challenging enough for the player to feel accomplished and engaged in
the experience. According to the flow theory, a too high (respectively low) challenge should lead the player towards an emotional state of anxiety (respectively
boredom). In [7] the concept of flow is used to balance difficulty by measuring
players’ anxiety and boredom: if the player is anxious (resp. bored) then reduce
(resp. increase) difficulty.
One of the most common approaches towards designing DDA systems is
through the measurement of performance metrics (e.g. number of deaths, damage received, damage done). One of the first academic example of DDA optimized adversarial agent strategy based on a function of challenge, by using an
online evolutionary method [10]. Adversarial agents adapt their “ability” based
on player’s performance, which is calculated through specific heuristics derived
from statistical game parameters (e.g. rate of missed or hit shots, games won and
lost, time to finish a task). More recently, reinforcement Learning and evolutionary computation strategies for DDA were compared on a simplified racing game.
A more data-driven approach was applied in [32], where the authors attempted
to model player experience paradigms such as fun, frustration and challenge for
the generation and personalization of Super Mario Bros. (Nintendo, 1985) levels.
As noted in [27], affective experiences are a fundamental part of digital games
and should be one of the main evaluation factors during play-testing and game
evaluation phases. Thus, it makes sense to approach the problem of difficulty
management through the perspective of emotion, and player experience. This
paper takes an affective computing approach exclusively, rather than using ingame performance metrics, by using physiological monitoring (i.e. Galvanic Skin
Conductance) for the measurement of player affect.
2.2

Affective Modeling in Games

In the field of affective computing, games are often used as stimuli to induce
players’ emotional reactions which are then recorded and used to create emotion recognition models [21, 2]. The detection of an individual’s emotions can be
achieved through several means, such as facial expressions and vocal prosody [6],
but also by using physiological signals [26, 15]. In order to target applications
such as video games, a noticeable shift has been observed in the last decade
towards assessing emotions in more natural and realistic situations [30],[3]. This
shift has demonstrated that the majority of algorithms suffer from a drop of
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performance when compared to the recognition of controlled and acted emotions. In addition, emotion recognition models can be trained to recognize any
player’s emotions (i.e user independent) or only those of the player for which
the models were trained (i.e. user dependant) [26]. It is important to note that
user independent models have the advantage that they do not necessitate any
learning phase prior to play but they generally suffer from a significant drop in
performance [3].
In the context of emotion recognition from physiological signals for video
gaming, Rani et al. [29] proposed to classify three levels of intensity for different emotions, including anxiety, using several physiological signals measuring
heart activity, muscle activity, electro-dermal activity and skin temperature. The
best average accuracy obtained with this method was 86%. Physiological userindependent models for affect recognition in games were proposed in [7]. By
combining peripheral physiological signals (electro-dermal activity, heart rate,
skin temperature) with brain signals a performance of 63% was obtained to distinguish three emotions: boredom, engagement and anxiety. The current paper
is a significant improvement of this work, which in particular now uses deep
networks to improve performance and evaluates players perception of affective
difficulty adaptation. A deep convolutional network was used in [22] to detect
flow, boredom, and stress from heart rate and electrodermal activity during
Tetris play (15.5 hours of data). The results demonstrate that user-indepedant
models can achieve an accuracy around 70% when classifying two classes (stress
vs. not stressed and flow vs. not flow). However the boredom state is the most
difficult to detect with an accuracy of 57% when classifying boredom vs. other
states. In addition, when flow was detected, the players obtained a better score
than in the other emotional states showing that physiological flow can be an
indicator of performance. Interestingly, a remote approach to physiology measurement have also been adopted to detect stress and boredom in games with an
accuracy of 61.6% [5]. Remote physiological sensing consist of measuring physiological signals such as heart rate without using contact sensors [35] (e.g. a
webcam is used to measure the slight changes of skin color produced by heart
rate variability). The results also showed that despite of a small drop of performance compared to contact sensors, fusing physiological remote sensing with
facial modalities was increasing emotion recognition performance compared to
any model using a single modality.
Affective computing can bring substantial benefits to the domain of digital
games, allowing designers and the game itself to construct personalized experiences for players based on predictions of their current emotional state. For
example in the work of Lopes et al. [20], affective models were used to place
sounds within a procedurally generated level to follow a specific emotional fluctuation for the player to experience. To our knowledge, emotion classifiers using
physiological signals as inputs have been evaluated for DDA in two studies [19,
11]. The classification methods employed in [19] were the same as those presented
in [29] but classifiers were retrained for the new players. The reported accuracy
dropped to 78% but a user-study showed a significant improvement of player
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experience compared to difficulty adjustment based on performance. Although
this demonstrates the interest of using affective computing for the purpose of
game adaption, the proposed model was user-dependent and required a one hour
training session for each new player in order to tune the classifiers. In [11], the
difficulty of a Tetris game was adapted depending on players’ brain activity and
using three adaptive strategies: conservative, moderate and liberal (ranging from
the one presenting less adjustments to the one providing a lot of adaptations).
In this experiment, players reported a higher alertness when playing with the
conservative version compared to the liberal one, showing that adaptive systems
should be designed with care and not overly adapt to the players physiology.
Even though a substantial amount of research exists for the construction of
affective models, works that take these models and effectively integrates them
within a game for user evaluation remain scarce. This study argues that although
the conceptualization of affective models is an important process, it is also important to think and conceptualize what to do with the information obtained from
such models and how to directly apply them within the applicative context. This
work investigates methods for directly applying an emotion recognition model
in games by observing both: the players actual perception of difficulty during
play, and the actual behavior of said model during several play tests. Furthermore, this paper also explores two different adaptation methods which change
difficulty according to either: the raw values obtained from the model (ABS); or
by comparing the previous and current output to make a decision (REA).

3

Methodology

This section details the the experimental methodology utilized for the study of
adaptive difficulty adjustment using affective modeling. In a first step, a model
able to recognize player’s emotions was developed. It followed the physiological
data driven approach proposed in [12, 7]. However, instead of extracting features
from the recorded signals we hereby propose an end-to-end learning solution
based on the combination of deep convolutional [24] and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks [13]. The proposed method was compared to the original
method in [7] by using the same dataset. In a second step, the trained system
was employed to test two difficulty adaptation strategies in real-time. These two
strategies were tested and compared in a user study where the players experience
was collected through self-reports.
3.1

Affective data

The data collection process used for this study is fully described in [7] and summarized below. The affective dataset was acquired by measuring the physiological activity of 20 participants playing a Tetris game for 6 sessions of 5 minutes
each (10 hours of data). Each game session was played at a given difficulty level
in order to elicit the following emotions: boredom (difficulty level lower than
their skill), flow (difficulty level that matches their skill) and anxiety (difficulty
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level higher than their skill). The players’ skill was determined on previous play
sessions. Each condition was played twice hence the 6 sessions. For this work
only the boredom and anxiety emotional states are considered because: (i ) the
flow class was the most difficult to classify as reported in [7], (ii ) by performing
adaptation based on boredom and anxiety we expect that the difficulty level
will oscillate around the ideal player difficulty. In addition, while [7] addressed
the importance of fusing several physiological signals to improve performance,
we preferred to adopt a user friendly interface which relies only on the most
efficient physiological signal: electrodermal activity.
3.2

Electrodermal activity

The Electrodermal Activity (EDA) is a measure of the sympathetic nervous
system, specifically the sweat gland activity. An increase of activity in sweat
glands usually occurs when one is experiencing arousing emotions such as stress
or surprise [17, 31]. In the original dataset, electrodermal activity was recorded
using the Biosemi Active 2 system with a sampling rate of 256Hz which was
later undersampled to 8Hz (EDA is a slow varying signal). The Biosemi Active 2
electrodes are difficult to equip and we therefore favored an open source solution
for the user study. We used the sensors proposed in [1] and inspired from [28],
which measured EDA (more precisely skin resistance) at a sampling rate of 8Hz.
For both experiments the same positioning of electrodes was used: two electrodes
positioned on the medial phalanges of the index and middle finger.
Signals of each session were segmented into 20 second windows with an overlap of 19 seconds. This specific window duration was chosen as a compromise
between a fast adaptation time and the necessary duration required to reliably
infer user emotions. This overlap also provides a high number of samples which
are generally necessary for the training of deep networks. This windowing procedure led to a total of 21918 windows with a slight skew towards anxiety (48.7%
of windows belonging to the anxiety class), as it was necessary to discard two
sessions due to recording errors.
3.3

Baseline affective models

In order to create baseline models (i.e. models to which the deep approach will
be compared), the most relevant EDA features suggested in [7] were selected
to characterize both the Phasic and Tonic components of an EDA signal. The
average EDA was computed to reflect the Tonic component. The percentage
of samples which included an increase of the EDA signal was used to indicate
the importance and duration of conductance peaks. Lastly, the total number of
peaks within an EDA signal was used.
All features are computed for each time window as described in section 3.4,
and concatenated into a feature vector. Due to an abundance of inter-participant
and inter-session variability when monitoring physiological signals [37], it is standard practice to record participants during a resting period, and subsequently
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subtract these measurements from the signal obtained during the actual activity. For this study, a resting period of 20 seconds was recorded before each play
session. A rest feature vector was constructed based on the rest signals and
subtracted from all the play feature vectors of the same session.
Results from the previous study [7] suggest that discriminant analysis classifiers are superior on the proposed dataset. Thus, this work compares the proposed end-to-end learning approach to that of a linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) and a quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA). Although the linear approach might show better generalization on the test set, the quadratic method
allows to define non-linear boundaries between classes as is the case of the proposed deep neural network.
3.4

Affective end-to-end learning

The advantage of using deep neural networks is that it offers the possibility to
train models capable of identifying the most useful features of a signal and build
a representation of the problem through intermediary layers [18]. In other words,
instead of including expert knowledge to define and select relevant features used
for classification, the raw signals themselves are fed directly to the network,
building a discriminative internal representation of the data. For this work, the
derivative was calculated for each window of a signal and then used as input for
the networks, so as to reduce inter-participant variability which tends to occur
due to varying data range (i.e. the general amount of sweat on the fingers).
Contrarily to the baseline methods presented in section 3.3 it does not need to
rely on the recording of a rest period.
The following deep architecture, inspired from [34] and stacking convolutional
layers with a LSTM layer, is proposed to model EDA:
– 1D convolutional layer with 16 kernels of size 2, a stride of 1, no padding
and a linear activation function;
– max-pooling layer with size 2;
– the succession of 3 1D convolutional layers (each with 8 kernels of size 2, a
stride of 1, no padding and a linear activation function) and max-pooling
layers of size 2;
– LSTM layer with 16 recurrent neurons and a softsign activation function;
– 1 neuron fully connected layer acting as a logistic regression (i.e. a sigmoid
activation function with a loss measured using binary cross-entropy).
With this neural architecture the receptive field of a neuron in the last convolutional layer corresponds to 31 samples of the input signal. This implies that a
sample outputted by a neuron of the last convolutional layer corresponds to approximately 3.9 second of the input signal. This duration and the corresponding
architecture was specifically chosen as it is enough to detect an EDA peak. In
other words, the convolutional layers are expected to act as peak detectors and
characterizers. The LSTM takes these temporal features as inputs and memorizes their temporal occurrence. The LSTM layer can be seen as a peak counter
with the capabilities of establishing a temporal relationship among them.
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of the affective Tetris game. The upper window shows an example
of an EDA signal with a duration of 70 seconds, which was recorded during the user
study. Several galvanic responses (peaks) can be observed in the signal.

The network was implemented using Keras [8]. The decay rate was set to
10−4 , while the momentum to 0.5. The models were trained with 100 training
epochs and a batch size of 2000. The performance of every classifier was evaluated
using a leave-one participant out cross-validation (see 4.1). In addition, 70% of
the training data was used to adjust the network weights while 30% of the data
was used to control the validation error of each fold. Since all validation curves
showed a plateau (even with a number of epoch higher than 100) it seemed that
the model did not overfit the training data. The last trained model at epoch
100 was thus chosen as the model to be tested. Finally, in order to improve the
performance of this model, we also performed ensemble learning by combining
20 neural networks with the same architecture. These 20 networks were trained
on splits of the training set containing each 70% of the data randomly selected
from the full training set. The decisions of these models were then averaged to
take a final decision.
3.5

The Tetris Game

In Tetris, the difficulty is mainly controlled by the falling speed of the Tetrimino
pieces. The simplicity of this particular difficulty mechanic is the main reason
why Tetris was chosen, as it allows our adaptive models to easily manipulate
the speed by which a chosen piece is falling. In addition, the Tetris game can be
played with only one hand which is convenient to place the EDA sensor on the
non-dominant hand.
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The main difference between traditional Tetris and the version utilized within
this work, is that the game will not terminate once a block reaches the upper
“game-over” boundary, and instead will clear all the blocks and instantly reset
the playing field. This was done to have play sessions of the same duration.
Furthermore, the game also logs player and model information that occurs during play. All events are logged with an adjoining time-stamp and include: the
predicted emotion (boredom vs. anxiety); horizontal line completion, and the
moment of a game-reset (i.e. upper boundary reached).
3.6

User study

To validate the effectiveness of our DDA approach a user-study was conducted
with the Tetris game. The objective of this investigation was to observe the behavior of the emotion recongition model during an entire game of Tetris and how
the difficulty was perceived by each participant during play. The experiment was
conducted in a public setting during an open science and research demonstration day. Thus, it was tested in a ecological situation where emotion recognition
models generally performs worst than in a laboratory (for instance players are
playing in front of many people which can bias physiological reactions due to
the emerge of social emotions). Two computers were used, where each one was
running a different version of the Tetris game: the ABS and the REA adaptation
variants, which are further described below. Playtime was limited to 120 seconds.
All participants gave their informed consent, while the EDA sensors were being
prepared. At the start of each game both the REA and ABS versions would
equally cycle through 3 diverging starting difficulties: Easy, Medium and Hard.
This was done in order to visualize the efficiency of each adaptation type towards
situations of extreme difficulty, or simplicity. During play, all participants were
required to use noise-canceling headphones to avoid physiological reactions due
to the environment. At the end of the play session each participant was asked
to rate on a five point Likert scale the perceived difficulty of the first and last
60 seconds of the game.
The proposed affective models output a value between the interval [0, 1],
where values close to 0 indicate a strong certainty on boredom while values
close to 1 represents a higher confidence towards anxiety. Classifiers outputs
were computed using 20s of signal. The first output was thus obtained 20s after
the play begun. However, using a signal buffer, the following decisions were
taken every 10s based on the last 20s of signal. Based on classifiers outputs two
game adaptation strategies were developed. The first strategy called absolute
(ABS) consists of increasing the game difficulty if the classifier output is lower
than 0.5 (i.e. boredom is detected), or decreasing it if otherwise (i.e. anxiety
is detected). By using this method it is expected that difficulty will start to
converge towards an ”ideal” challenge for players, lying within the boundary
between boredom and anxiety. The second strategy referred to as relative (REA),
consists of changing the difficulty at step t with respect to the previous classifier
output at step t − 1. If the classifier output is superior to the previous one,
than adaptation assumes that the player is more anxious and thus decreases
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the difficulty, while if the contrary occurs the adaptation assumes the player
is bored and thus increases difficulty. The idea behind this strategy is that the
model would utilize historical information to make the decision to either increase
or decrease the overall difficulty by simply comparing output values rather than
use the absolute model value. Thus, with this adaptation style we consider that
the fluctuation of boredom/anxiety directly relates to the previous measurement
and not a global scale. Given the short length of a playing session, using the direct
previous value (t − 1) was considered to be sufficient.

4
4.1

Results
Affective Modeling

Models previously presented in section 3 are trained and subsequently tested on
the dataset described in section 3.1. Each classifier is cross-validated using a leave
one participant out method. The classifiers performance is presented in table 1.
Three performance measures are used: the accuracy measures the percentage of
samples correctly classified, while Cohen’s Kappa and F1 scores are measures
which are not sensitive to the slight class imbalance present in the dataset.
Table 1. Classifiers performance for anxiety and boredom recognition
Classifier
QDA
LDA
DeepNet
DeepNet ensemble

Accuracy
66.1%
69.5%
70.4%
73.2%

Kappa
0.315
0.388
0.408
0.465

F1
0.647
0.693
0.704
0.732

Table 1 showcases the performance of each classifier trained on the data collected in a laboratory. Results suggest that the proposed deep network performed
just as efficiently, and even slightly better than the baseline models, achieving
an accuracy of 69.5% and 70.4% for LDA and the deep network, respectively.
In addition to validating the superiority of the Deep network model, the kappa
and F1 score demonstrate that none of the classifiers were sensitive to the slight
class imbalance.
Given the favorable results obtained from deep networks, an ensemble of these
networks was also constructed to better generalize on the test data. Overall, an
improvement of 2.8% was observed when using ensemble learning on the deep
networks, showcased in Table 1. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix of this
model. A slight bias can be observed towards the anxiety class, which suggests
that this network tend to over-estimate anxiety. Taking into consideration the
improved performance of this model, it was decided to integrate it specifically in
the subsequent user studies for the detection of boredom and anxiety during a
playthrough of Tetris. For this use case, the ensemble deep network architecture
was re-trained on the full data set (i.e. without cross validation)
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Table 2. Confusion matrix (in %) of the ensemble of deep networks

True boredom
True anxiety

4.2

Estimated boredom Estimated anxiety
36%
15%
12%
37%

User study

Although over 100 individuals participated in the experiment, it was necessary
to discard almost half of this collected data because signals were quite noisy and
several participants were below the age of consent (i.e. minors). In total 56 of the
participants presented usable data, where 26 and 30 of these were assigned to
both the ABS and REA variations of the game, respectively. Table 3 showcases
the distribution of the starting difficulty according to each adaptation method
experimented.
Table 3. The total number of participants and their respective Tetris variation and
starting difficulty.
Difficulty ABS REA
Easy
13 14
Medium
5
9
Hard
8
7
Total
26 30

In terms of familiarity with the Tetris game, the majority of participants
stated that they had frequently played the game (32%), while 14% and 20%
claimed to have never or just occasionally played the game. 14% asserted that
they were playing regularly, while the remaining participants did not directly
state their skill levels.
Decision Accuracy during Play: A Binomial significance test was conducted
to check if the difficulty of the second half was harder than the first half. The
most difficult half of the game was determined by selecting the half with the
highest self-reported difficulty on the likert scales (see section 3.6). This ranking approach was used to remove participant bias, as the interpretation of such
scales may vary substantially among different individuals [14]. Furthermore, participants who gave the same rating for both halves of the game were discarded
from the analysis. The significance of the result was tested using a binomial test.
Figure 2 shows that there is a discrepancy between the ABS and REA adaptation methods. For REA the majority of participants (80%, p < 0.05) ranked
the second half of the game as more difficult than the first half. Early impressions
from these results suggest that the REA adaptation method was not particularly
effective in managing the overall difficulty of the participants, with the majority
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Fig. 2. Distribution of difficulty (i.e. first and second halves) chosen by participants,
according to the different adaptation variants. Significant results are indicated by *,
where p < 0.05.
Table 4. The classification accuracy of the model in the user-study, computed for
participant self-reports, using different adaptation methods for each starting difficulty
game variant (i.e. Easy, Medium and Hard). p-value is indicated in parenthesis
Adaptation
AccEasy
AccM edium
AccHard
ABS
31.6% (0.008) 69.6% (0.09) 62.9% (0.18)
REA
51.7% (0.89) 64% (0.23) 55% (0.83)

of individuals struggling with the second half of the game. Contrarily to the
REA results, participants presented more ambiguous answers for the ABS version of the game, with a slight non-significant bias towards the second half being
considered more difficult. Unlike REA, the ABS results show that participants
had a more balanced experience with this version of the game, although these
specific results were not be significant it does suggest that this particular model
adapted more accurately towards the players skill.
To measure the detection performance in the user-study according to participants reports, we defined that the classifier performed well if it increased
(resp. decreased) difficulty in the second half when the participants reported
a low (resp. high) difficulty in the first. To facilitate the analysis and concentrate specifically on how the classifier adjusted difficulty based on an initial
perception, runs where participants perceived the first half of the game to be
“okay” were discarded. Table 4 shows the accuracy of the model for each starting difficulty game variant. The ABS adaptation type presents the most varied
classification accuracy, where the easy difficulty variant obtains a statistically
significant average accuracy of 31.6% (p < 0.05), a substantially lower accuracy
when compared to both medium (69.6%, p < 0.1) and hard (62.9%, p < 0.2)
variants. No significant results were obtained for the REA adaptation.
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Fig. 3. Difficulty fluctuation during play using the ABS model. Each tick represents
the average and standard error of each increase or decrease in difficulty level done by
the model. The different colors represents the game starting difficulties.

Difficulty Adaptation over Time: During play both models attempt to
slowly adapt the player difficulty based on the physiological responses obtained
from the player. In order to visualize how the models adapted play, the average difficulty of the game (and the standard error) was plotted in Figure 3
and Figure 4 for each type of adaptation and starting difficulty. In these figure, each tick of the x-axis represents a change of difficulty done according to
the detected player’s emotion. The difficulty (y-axis) is represented as a positive natural number, where a higher level represents a more difficult state of the
game. Unfortunately, due to an error with the logging system within the REA
version, we were unable to record the final level modification of this version of
the game.
Figure 3 shows that the ABS adaptation did influence the difficulty fluctuation during play. For the hard condition in particular the ABS model detected anxiety and progressively lowered the difficulty until almost reaching the
“medium” starting difficulty. Interestingly, in the medium condition a similar
pattern is observed to that of the hard condition, where the early decisions of
the model is to consistently lower the difficulty level. However, contrarily to the
previous difficulty during the mid-game a larger standard error is observed, and
during the latter stages the average difficulty actually increased. This does suggest that for some participants the adaptation did not just constantly reduce
the difficulty, in fact during the latter stages of the game the model attempted
to adjust the overall game difficulty, which makes sense considering that players
potentially proved more proficient in the latter portions of the game. Out of
all game variants the easy condition proved to be the most stable, with little
fluctuation throughout the game. This goes in-line with the low accuracy results
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Fig. 4. Difficulty fluctuation during play using the REA model. Each tick represents
the average and standard error of each increase or decrease in difficulty level done by
the model. The different colors represents the game starting difficulties.

observed in this condition and further suggests the models struggle in increasing
difficulty (i.e. detecting the boredom state).
Contrarily to the previous adaptation type, for the REA plot (Figure 4)
a more stable difficulty fluctuation can be observed across all game variants.
The medium condition presented the most fluctuation, with the game slightly
reducing the overall game difficulty during the second half of play, which may
be a reason why a higher accuracy was previously observed for this condition
compared to the other two. Both hard and easy conditions did not present
substantial differences, where for the majority of play the adaptation method
does not change the difficulty of the game. The reason for this stabilization
is due to how this model operates, specifically when comparing the previous
and current outputted values by the model for the decision making process.
More precisely, this adaptation method attempts to treat outputted values as a
relative measure according to the previous one, even if the difference between
the two values are minimal a decision is still made. This consequently manifests
as a constant state of difficulty fluctuation that does not allow the adaptation
to commit towards a “long-term” objective, and thus why it often gets stuck
within a range of around three levels from the initial starting difficulty.

5
5.1

Discussion
Model Performance

The performance obtained from the classifiers trained on laboratory data show
the superiority of the deep network architecture. As previously mentioned in
section 3.3, there are two factors which increase the performance of LDA/QDA:
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feature selection and the rest period subtraction. Feature selection was done
according to our previous study, which was accomplished on the same dataset
[7]. Thus, it is possible that the baseline models slightly over-fitted the database
using knowledge extracted from the full dataset. This could result in artificial
improvement of the QDA/LDA performance. In addition, the LDA/QDA used
additional information (i.e. the rest period) to take decisions on anxiety and
boredom. However, despite these potential advantages of the baseline models,
the deep network still reached an higher accuracy than both QDA and LDA.
Importantly, avoiding a rest period allows deploying emotion recognition systems
without any calibration phase to the user. This is particularly relevant to reach
market deployment or to perform experiment in an ecological situation such as
the one we presented.
It is important to note that the data used for training was collected from a total of 20 participants, aggregating only 590 minutes of total play-time. Although
the number of samples is relatively high (21918 samples), there is a lot of data
redundancy since consecutive windows overlap by 95%. This contrasts with the
typical tendency observed in previous work on deep networks, where such models
are often trained on large subsets of data, which typically is a requirement for
these types of network architectures [23]. This demonstrates the capabilities of
the proposed network in generalizing on unseen data without requiring of huge
quantities of training data.
It remains difficult to compare the obtained results with other studies because the number and type of emotions to be detected is not the same. However,
the Kappa score of 0.465 obtained by the ensemble of deep networks demonstrates the feasibility of user-independent affect recognition contrarily to the
0.01 Kappa score obtained in [3]. Although the best reported accuracy of 73%
(for two classes) is lower than the 78% (for three classes) reported in [19], our
model is user-independent contrarily to the one proposed in [19]. The closest
study to our work is probably [22] as anxiety, boredom and flow were detected
using a deep architecture trained on 15.5 hours of physiological signals (heart
rate and EDA). A very similar performance was obtained using this approach
(around 70% to classify 2 classes). Together with our results, this reinforces the
statement that deep architectures can be trained with only a 10 to 15.5 hours
of physiological activity.
Finally, the performance reported by the players in the user study is much
lower than the one computed on the original database, dropping to a value
between 31% to 70%, depending on the original difficulty. The low performance
in the easy difficulty could be explained by a bias of the classifier toward the
anxiety class which is already observed in the confusion matrix computed on
the laboratory data (see Table 2). Interestingly a similar bias was reported in
[22] who showed that boredom is more difficult to detect than flow and stress.
However this bias might not be the only responsible for the drop of performance.
An additional explanation is that the EDA sensors were not the same for training
and for the real time measurements. It is thus possible that the features captured
by the deep networks on the original sensors do not have the same shape and
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occurrence in the signals recorded by the real-time sensors. To circumvent this
problem, a transfer learning approach [37] might allow to adjust the results to
the new sensors.
5.2

User Perception of Adaptation Methods

Early results show a clear distinction between both the ABS and REA models.
The ABS adaptation in particular also showed a few distinctions between the
different game difficulty conditions. For the hard game type, the ABS adaptation
method did attempt to adjust the difficulty towards more sensible levels considering that the majority of participants were mostly casual players, which can
be observed from the degree of accuracy obtained (62.9%). Although the latter
results were not significant, it important to note that for both hard and medium
conditions a lower amount of participant data was collected. The tendency for
ABS was to guide participants towards the medium level difficulty interval, as
the model attempted to gradually lower the difficulty as much as possible (i.e.
one level per “tick”). Furthermore, for this particular difficulty variant the ABS
adaptation presented a clear bias towards decreasing the game level (i.e. detecting anxiety), which may be the reason why this model performed better in the
Hard compared to Easy condition. In a way this does show that the model is
capable of self-regulating the difficulty based on the participant to a certain degree, however these initial results suggest that for the model to do so efficiently
the participant must already be sufficiently challenged.
For example the Medium version of the game presents an increased variability
in the standard error, compared to the other game difficulty variants, in the
latter portions of the game. This can be expected when managing difficulty
within this range, as the majority of players may feel more comfortable playing
the game. The range itself is also complicated to measure effectively, as it lies
exactly within the space of being “just right” and, either “too difficult” or “too
easy”. Interestingly, this game condition presented a similar pattern to hard
during the initial instants of the game, but in latter portions ABS did attempt
to re-increase the difficulty. This could be explained by the fact that the game
effectively adjusted to the player’s competence and the the plateau observed
at the end of the curve corresponds to the average competence of the recorded
players. For the easy condition on the other hand it was apparent that the
ABS adaptation model struggled in comparison due to the present anxiety bias.
There are several instances where the model attempts to lower the difficulty
even though the game was not considered challenging at that point in time. This
suggests that the model does have a higher difficulty in detecting the boredom
state in relation to anxiety as explained in section 5.1.
Unlike the ABS adaptation, the REA variation presented a more stable difficulty fluctuation in comparison. This phenomenon was observed on all three
starting difficulty variations, which suggests that on average the model lingered
within the same difficulty range over the course of a playing session. This is also
reflected on the average accuracy of the REA adaptation method, which in general presented ambiguous accuracies (≈ 55%). This lack of adaptation was also
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apparent to the participants themselves, where a substantial bias on perceived
difficulty is present specifically on the second half of a playing session. The reasoning for this bias is due to the game itself and how it tends to be played. At
the latter points of the game players tend to have a more Tetrimino cluttered
playing area due to previous player mistakes, this will consequently slowly increase the chances of a potential game-over situation, which may be perceived
as the game becoming substantially more difficult.
5.3

Future Work

Given that the current adaptation methods have only two options, i.e. either
increase or decrease difficulty, a potential third class might be advantageous for
ambiguous values outputted by the model. For future approaches on adaptation,
including an hysteresis on the change of decision might actually help mitigate
some of the bias that may exist within the model towards anxiety. Furthermore,
for the ABS adaptation it might make sense to discard predictions that are
within close proximity of 0.5 (i.e. the boundary between both emotional states),
as they are too ambiguous to make an actual decision on difficulty.
Although, this paper focused specifically on experimenting with two diverging
types of difficulty adjustment systems, an alternate study focusing specifically
on the enjoyability while using such a system might be advantageous, where
a comparison can be made between the classical approach (i.e. classic Tetris)
and adaptive difficulty. A common argument against these types of dynamic
adjustment systems usually focus on how certain players actually enjoy overcoming these arduous challenges; offering the player a sense of accomplishment.
Although this is certainly true for certain types of games, this does not discount
the advantages that such adaptive systems may offer in other applications for
which having a task challenge that matches users’ competences is relevant.
Future improvements to the proposed models could also possibly be obtained
if in addition to physiological data, information from the gameplay itself could be
utilized as input. In the current version of the model, input data consist purely of
raw GSR data. The accuracy of these predictions could potentially be enhanced
if in conjunction to the physiological data, some form of gameplay information
could also be processed into features informing the model of: current difficulty
level, number of lines, Tetriminos used and among others. However, in order to
pin-point exactly what features influence emotion, and how to specifically train
a model to use these gameplay features and relate it to affect is not a straightforward task. The simplest method would be to simply have participants play
a game of Tetris, while logging all gameplay elements and measuring GSR synchronously. From this data, attempt to correlate certain gameplay characteristics
to specific traits obtained from GSR signals (i.e. phasic peaks). Another method
could be through real-time annotation, where participants annotate replays of
Tetris playing sessions through an annotation system like RankTrace [21]. From
these annotations a relation could possibly be made from the gameplay features
and the annotated data.
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Lastly, it is important to keep in mind that the models explored within this
work can also be applied to several other domains. For example, applications
that require constant engagement and monitoring from their users can benefit by
reacting accordingly if an individual’s attention starts to wane due to boredom.
The software may be able to thus stimulate such individuals in order to retain
their attention to the task at hand.

6

Conclusions

This paper presented a comparison between two diverging approaches for an
affective model to adapt difficulty within the Tetris game. The affective model is
capable of adjusting difficulty using human physiological responses, specifically
electrodermal activity, and making an emotional prediction of the player’s state,
i.e. anxious or bored. Several algorithms were tested, where a higher performance was observed with an ensemble deep neural-network approach (73.2%).
This model was then tested with 56 participants using two different adaptation approaches: the absolute (ABS) and relative (REA). Results show that the
ABS outperformed the REA method. The ABS model was particularly efficient
at adapting the game difficulty when players were stating to play in hard or
medium difficulties. This paper builds upon previous research in dynamic difficulty adjustment by testing the affective models out of the laboratory.
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